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The theory of the four temperaments is

the oldest and besttheoryof human behavior

yet devised.

Very few peopl e are 100% one tempera-

ment. Most are a combination of at least

two, a predominant temperament and a

secondary, but some have three (two secon-

daries) .
The chart at the right contains ten

strengths and ten weaknesses for each of the

four temperaments. As objectively as you

can, score yourself 0 - 10after each strength

and each weakness (0 being least like you -
10 being most like you).

Everyone has weaknesses as well as

strengths -- please be as objective with your

weaknesses as you are with your strengths.

DO NOT READthe II Howto Score Your

Test II section on the back page unti I you have

scored all 80 strengths and weaknesses and

don It add your totals until after you have

finished scoring yourself.
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STRENGTH

OUTGOING

CHARISMA
DETERMINED AND STRONG-WILLED

INSECURE

or... PRODUCTIVE
HOST ILE- ANGR Y

"'II

CRUEL-SARCASTIC

UNDISCIPLINED

WEAK-WILLED COLD-UNSYMPATHETIC ~OURAGEOUS

INSENSITIVE AND INCONSIDERA~~XRACTICALOPINIONATED AND PREJUDICED

SELF-SUFFICIENTDISORGANIZED

UNPRODUCTIVE

I II
UNFORGIVING

DOMINEERINGUNDEPENDABLE

MOODY

NEGATIVE

CRITICAL IV
UNMOTIVATED

BLASEIII

TOUCHY

SELF-CENTERED

RIGID AND LEGALISTIC

PROCRASTINATOR

SPECTATOR

CALM

REVENGEFUL

PERSECUTION-PRONE

UNSOCIABLE

THEORETICAL
AND OFTEN

IMPRACTICAL

LIKEABLE

DIPLOMATIC

AESTHETIC
DEPENDABLE

ORGANIZED

CONSERVATIVE
SELF-DISCIPLINED

STRENGTH
DRY HUMOR
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INTERPRETINGYOUR SCORE. . .

There are four possibil ities for a pre-

dominant temperament (one for each Roman
numeral section) and usuall y twelve poten-
tial combinations.

For example, if you scored highest in
SECTION.. .

I. You are predominantl y a SANGUI NE
who is very extrovertish, warm and
personable. You love people, would
be good at sales, but need to work on
self-discipline to follow through and
finish what you start.

II. You are predominantly a CHOLERIC
who is active, forceful, goal-oriented,
industrious, decisive and have strong
leadership tendencies. Butyouare also
prone to be hostil e, sarcastic, i nsensi-
tive and sometimes cruel.

III. You are predominantlya MELANCHOLY
who is usually gifted academically,
creative, artistic, musical and sensi-
tive, but are easily depressed, dis-
couraged and disillusioned. You need
to develop a grateful spirit and accept
people as they are.

IV. You are predominantly a PHLEGMATIC
who is a pleasant, easy-going introvert
that gets along with people, provided
you do not give into selfish tendencies
to withdraw into a shell and avoid

I involvement.

HOW TO SCORE YOUR TEST. . .

NOT TO BE READ UNTIL YOU HAVE
FINISHED SCORING YOUR TEST CIRCLE

This simple test measures intensity;

for that reason you should omit anything

you scored "6" or below. Starting with

"7's II and up, add each section separatel y--
(I - IV) by strengthsandweaknesses.

Then add your total strengths to your

, weaknesses and divide by two. The highest
I

I

you could get for any temperament would be

"100" -- (though that is highly unlikely).

Yourprimary temperament will usuall y be (if

i you have been objective), 40 - 70, your\

I secondary wi,1I usually be 20 - 50.
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